
We crawl through the underbrush alongside our kin and others from our tribe. Our four
arms and two legs move at an elephant snail’s pace, as our chitinous carapace—speckled with
dark shades of greens and browns—hides us from view. It’s with our antennae that sweep out in
front of us we navigate the dense jungle floor to sneak up on our prey. You cradle a spear in one
hand and the rest of us have spears slung across our backs. The smell of the lone herd ant
grows stronger as we continue forward through the thicket and you know that the fight is close.

Through the constant jungle cacophony, you only hear the rustle of your tribe. It isn’t until we
hear movement in front of us, above the cawing and chirping and growling and pecking and
droning, that you slow and the rest follow. Our bulbous, compound eyes see layers of the world,
the seen and unseen. Before we spot our prey, we glimpse stripes of iridescent sheen that
outline the beast. They bear the markings of a scout. Through the parting leaves and
bramble-bush, we can see the silhouette of our prey; their feelers till the soft earth in an erratic
pattern.

The thick brush and dirt around the beast looks torn and mangled. And, as if to show you
why, the ant’s great head lowers and their mandibles grapple a thicket of vines to tear at it. Their
six jointed legs push against the loose dirt, and their muddy, segmented body writhes to gain
leverage. We witness the abnormal ant rip out a knotted mess of roots and fibers in an
explosion of soil that covers their amber exoskeleton in more mud.

Sour fear can be smelt when we reach for our spears. We lift off the ground without a noise,
and as the ant is turned away, we dash out of the underbrush and into the clearing. Our
mandibles clack as our howling war-cry reverberates within our chests and up into the jungle
canopy. The call of our tribe startles the ant, and they scuttle away from the loud noise and
imposing party. Their thin legs move through the tangled ground-cover with grace; they’re out of
the clearing moments after we enter it.

But to hunt means to lay traps. Three more of us spring out of the jungle underbrush in front
of the fleeing scout with spears barred and war-cries brandished. Panic overcomes the beast
and they rear up to fight back the new predators. A nearly imperceptible cry rings out from the
ant; the ambushers back away; the beast turns to flee; you lunge forward despite the danger.
With a sickening crack, you lodge the sharpened spear into their chest.

The wail of the beast turns unnatural and, now that you’re closer, you see a rabid look to their
beady, black eyes. You stumble and roll out of the way as they charge you in a blind fury. We
dash after our lithe prey, but their movement is turbulent. As if the rage of escape propels the
beast, they ram themselves into a wide tree on the edge of the clearing. Bark splinters and
vines break from the force of the charge, and they shake their head. Before any of us can get at
the beast, they charge the tree again.

You notice the cacophony of noises are gone, scared away by the fight. All that’s left is the
morose rhythmic thump as the ant bashes themselves against the tree, over and over and over.
Even their whine is gone, replaced by deep panting. We stand and watch in horror. One of us
steps forward with spear brandished, but the oldest among us, your sire, stops them.

The moment drags on until the crazed ant finally wavers and falls to the ground. We watch
them twitch one last time before their spirit leaves them. None of us rush for the prize. We hover
around the wounded tree and peer at the mangled corpse. You join your sire at the edge of the
small hunting party. They stare at the beast while little by little the noises of the jungle return to
their unharmonious chorus.



Some of us finally find our bold spirit and step closer to the dead ant. Your sire chirps without
looking away from the corpse, and says, “It’s another omen. We mustn't take this kill.”

They ward against foul spirits with their top two arms and you follow suit; we touch our chest,
and then out and up into the air. Some of us heed the words of the sage and step back. But
most stay near the kill. They don’t care about the conjecture of those long of antennae. One
even spits in your direction and says, “Old bug, your superstitions will have us starve. This is a
gift from the Mother Below. Your own nymph felled it!”

Your sire shakes their head and still doesn’t look away from the corpse. Distrust reeks from
those in front of the downed ant. Hunger governs them. You look to your sire and then to those
who challenged them and say, “I relinquish my claim; we will not take this home. If you wish to
bring doom to us, then have it on your head.”

We wait while the others tie the carcass to a long branch with vines. The body is heavy and
the two that lift it strain themselves. Distrust turns to animosity in the air; you feel an unease
creep over you. Your sire clears the way across the jungle floor to the elephant snail trail that
leads back home. A light rain starts as you walk along the dried mucus-road. As the rain tempts
the spirits of the jungle out of hiding, the smell of the world overwhelms the combative aura of
pheromones and, for a moment, you forget that anything is wrong.

Set in the hollow of a colossal tree—carved out by age, wind, and our own people—is a
network of interwoven cavities that we call home. Our tree is one of the oldest in the jungle,
another world unto itself. The setting twin suns cast rays of light through the hollow, and crude
mirrors made from the shiny backs of beetles toss them deeper into the network. We’re greeted
by the rest of the tribe who wait in the central hollow. They beat on drums and the ground; they
rattle shells filled with nuts and seeds; they chant and sing as the hunt returns.

Surrounded by the dancers and singers and music makers is our mother, who towers above
the rest of the tribe; her children. The crowd parts as we approach. Decorative strings of beads,
bells, and iridescent baubles bounce across her generous figure as it shakes to the rhythm. Her
bulbous abdomen—engorged with eggs and held aloft by three of your sisters—wiggles in its
leather support straps. She gazes down at us, her face and compound eyes framed by whittled
wooden rings and long bamboo shoots. In turn, we each embrace her.

It was your first hunt, and she holds you with all four arms. The embrace is like a return to the
egg; warm, and filled with the security of being loved. The music, the tribe, the tree, everything
gives way for only you and her. Her multitude of feelers sweep over you to smell the story of
your travel. Together, you retrace your steps through the dense jungle, along the elephant snail
trail, and to the confrontation with the delirious ant. You can’t hide anything from your mother’s
seasoned senses and she speaks to you above the revelry; she asks, “What happened, my
child?”

Before you can reply, the ones who carried the ant step forward. Two of them drop their prize
in front of our mother. The heat of excitement in the hollow is cut by the pungent aroma of
hostility and fear when one of them says, “None of them carried this. Their brood doesn’t eat.”

The words are as sharp as a poisoned thistle sting.
“This beast bashed itself to death. It’s an omen of what’s to come,” you say with the fire of

youth; you yank away from the comfort of your mother; and as you saw them do before, you spit
in the direction of the accusers. Our music stutters and dies. From the remains blossom



murmurs as the nubile challenge grips all of us in its sudden escalation. One of us chirps and
asks, “What does it foretell?”

“Nothing,” says another of the accusers. Their caustic rebuttal echoes through the network of
cavities. It draws any of us not already in the hollow to the brewing conflict. They turn their
attention on you and say, “You speak nonsense. You felled the beast, and relinquished your
right to it. None of you eat.”

You glare at your accusers, and when you strike a pose—radiant with animosity and
provocation—your sire steps in front of you. They chirp and say, “It’s a sign of Winter’s Dance.
Winter taints this kill.”

“Larva stories; nothing else. You’ve raved about this too long, old bug. None of us believe
you.”

“You deny something took control of this creature and wrestled them to their death?”
“We’ve seen many of the Mother’s children go wild from the pain of the spear. It was—“
“We aren’t alone,” you shout over the accuser’s banal excuse. “Just because you don’t

believe, doesn’t mean others haven’t begun to see the signs.”
Antennae twitch across the room as we taste the truth of your words in the air. The miasma

mix of skepticism and spite—astringent citrus with the funk of decay—mingles with the humid,
finely-spiced brew of recognition and dismay. How the whole tribe stands in the vaulted central
hollow feels split by the shape of the room and the pheromones that fill it.

Our murmurs and chirps begin to boil out of the silence. Our mother speaks above the
chatter, her own aroma of powdery, crisp perfume cleanses the air and wafts a blanket of calm
across the gathering. It grips us as she says,”The hunt returns with the first fresh meat any of us
have seen in many days. Forage parties continue to return to us with less and less. Our food
stores dwindle lower each day. If we cannot eat this kill, then it will not be your Winter that kills
us. What would you have us do, sage?”

“We must leave,” says your sire without hesitation. Despite your mother’s redolence, your
sire’s words are the spark that light the tribe into a clamorous fire of argument. The music we
make is a discordant cacophony of rash accusations and defensive backlash. You feel hot as
the world clouds with the acidic stink of anger. For a few fiery moments, the world is nothing but
noise.

“I would like to hear this story,” your mother says; her steady voice cuts through the noise
again. Her resolute presence and serene aura bring the heat in the hollow down to a simmer
and, as quick as it started, the arguments end. “I would like to hear the story of Winter’s Dance,
and together we can judge where the truth burrows.”

The twin suns are almost set and, wordless, a few of us build the bonfire for the night. The
aura of heat mingles with the cloud of pheromones and we circle closer to the warmth. Your sire
steps next to the fire and says, “This was told to me by my sire, who was told by their sire before
them. It’s a tale typically told in the fashion of a larva’s story, to teach the origin of the Summer
and Autumn dances and warn of the dangers of dancing alone. But the version we were told in
my brood wasn’t something you’d tell a nymph.

“Many moons ago, Firefly and their lover, Glowworm, took wing to begin a long dance in the
sky. Their merriment and passion were so great that even to this day the light from their
abdomens shine down life-giving heat onto the world. Firefly—impatient and impassioned—is
the fast dancer, and Glowworm—enduring and romantic—is the slow. Together, day in and day



out, they dance the Summer and the world watches and dances in unison. This much we all
know.

“But as the days go by, their dance changes. Find a clearing in the trees and in the sky you
will see Firefly’s impatience wins out against Glowworm’s endurance. Once in a lifetime, maybe
twice, the two dancers join in a new dance: the Autumn. Firefly spirals around Glowworm until
they both meet in the sky. Their abdomens get close enough that their radiance is obscured,
and the world becomes colder. This much some of us know.

“Like the Autumn we’re in now, life retreats. It hides in the trees near the canopy, where the
warmth of the dancers can still be felt. The gifts we find in the underbrush grow scarce and we
must rely on the hunt to sustain us. After Firefly’s passion is quenched and the world has
endured hardship, the pair return to their elaborate Summer dance and warmth returns to us.

“Only once a few generations does the Autumn not end. Firefly, impatient with Glowworm’s
methodical rhythms, leaves the dance. Glowworm alone dances the Winter. The world feels
their frigid sorrow. Where we once danced in unison, now we wander in separation. The
life-giving heat grows scarce, not even able to touch the top of the trees. Rain becomes powder;
the elephant snails disappear; and the bai water sticks and hardens. Over time, Winter’s Dance
slows down the world to the pace of Glowworm alone. This much only we know.

“When the last Winter came, my grandsire, and those that would follow their brood,
escaped through a pass in the northern anthills. The way up is steep, but they found the pass
hidden within the anthill between a formation of craggy rocks. It leads to a lush valley where the
life-giving heat still reaches. If we are to leave, that is where we must make our way.”

“And you will make it your way,” our mother declares before any more can be said. Her sweet,
bright chirps awaken the attention of the gathered tribe out of the stupor of the long story. The
light is gone in the hollow, replaced by the flickering cracks of the fire. “The truth of what you’ve
shared with us here resonates inside me. It was my mother who gave birth to your grandsire. My
oldest daughter will become the mother to a new tribe that will journey to these northern anthills.
Your success is paramount to our survival. For now, rest and let there be no more hostility
between us.”

Broods begin to chirp and trill amongst themselves, but none of us speaks out against our
mother’s words. Not even the accusers. With a gesture to the sisters around her, your mother’s
great abdomen rises under their effort; the leather straps squeal with her weight; the trinkets that
laden her jingle and sing. We all watch her procession march down to the nursery transfixed by
the music she makes and her ever-present beauty. The room dims when she’s gone.

The tension and nervous pheromones linger in the air, their scent stale and ever present as
the spell our beautiful mother put on us fades. One by one, broods begin to leave the warmth of
the fire for sleep. Your brood gathers what we’ll need for our journey—dried nuts and ant jerky,
hide clothing, and sharpened spears. We sleep in the atrium of the great tree near the dying
embers of the fire; our bodies intermingle together.

It’s another cold night that ends as the first rays of day splash across the trees. Warm fingers
of light push through the chill morning air and barely grasp for the jungle floor. We wake to the
fragmented warmth. Broods who wish to join our pilgrimage gather together in the atrium to
partake in a ceremony few have witnessed in living memory.

Our oldest sister, destined to become our new mother, stands before us with her glands
engorged. They protrude out of her carapace as she performs her sacred ritual. One of us steps



forward and she embraces them; the glands release the mossy, crisp scent of her pheromones.
Those who don’t wish to join watch the ritual from the edge of the chamber. Our old mother
stands among them. They witness their friends and family turn into strangers. Each of us and
each of them feel the distance grow as the thick musk of the new tribe encroaches further into
the hollow.

Our goodbyes are brief.
Disharmony compels us to set off into the dense jungle when the last of us is embraced. Like

an elongated, multi-headed millipede, we scurry along the elephant snail trails away from home.
Despite the nymphs and elders that populate our procession, our pace is steady until our way is
blocked by a herd of gaunt bush crickets too preoccupied with hunger to feel fear. They scour
the thicket for morsels with their forceps until a few of us with spears scare them off. They
stridulate as they bound away through the underbrush.

We smell the moisture in the air before we see the edge of the bai; our first destination. A
layer of moss and lily pads floats on top of the water like a disguise at the edges of the
marshland. Drops of rain create a cascade of ripples that mesmerize the watcher.

Life is abundant all through the forest, but here you cannot escape it. Swarms of flies—their
translucent wings only a blur—flit across the trees, past leaf mimics whose speckled camouflage
does little in the thin trees and clear canopy of the bai. A mother elephant snail trumpets a
warning to a swamp frog that lingers too close to their child. We crash through the waters and
disturb the moss, but the other insects pay us no mind.

Playful nymphs splash along the shore; tired elders bathe the day’s toil away; the beginnings
of a bonfire are built at the obscured edges of the waterline. When a brood—sent out to gather
roots and fruit—return with the carcass of a bush cricket they ran down, you can taste the
excitement in the air. The night’s merriment sweeps every one of us away. You fast dance the
Autumn for the first time and, for a moment, you forget that anything is wrong.

The noise of celebration wards off any night lurkers, and the tribe falls to sleep together after
the food is gone and the spirits of dance have left us. We huddle close for the night is brisk and
our simple clothing is made for a hot, sticky Summer, not the creeping cold of Winter.

Every night after that is colder than the last. We march as far as we can; but each time we
make camp those sent to gather return with less, and the merriment and dancing fades earlier.
The same night Winter takes their first victims—a pair of elder bugs frozen in an embrace—the
water of the bai hardens along the edges. We mourn our dead and fill the air with the
sickly-sweet smell of loss as nymphs play on the partially stuck water.

The bai fights the grip of Winter. The deliberate pace of the current—with the help of what
little warmth Glowworm and the ever-shrinking Firefly shares—cracks and frees the stuck water.
As we travel along it, the world around us grieves. Leaves fall from the trees, the jungle’s voice
weakens, and more of us die from exposure in the night. The frequent rains cease; the whole
marshland is covered in a sheen of ice; a white powder with the taste of water falls from the sky.

Along the horizon in the darkened sky, the peaks of the distant anthills perk above the line of
trees on the other side of the bai. When we come to where we must cross, we hesitate. Only a
single ball of light—Glowworm slowly dancing the Winter—shines in the hazy sky. Everything is
white, and the bai stands dead in front of us. We huddle close for warmth against the frigid air.

You walk out onto the ice with a small group. The crunch of powder is the only sound you
hear in the dead quiet of Winter. Makeshift cold wear—pilfered from the remains of those taken



by Winter—hangs off your gaunt body. A howl of wind emerges out of the silence. It grows
louder and the air grows colder the farther you step away from the tree line. The small group,
huddled close for nominal warmth, is forced to turn back to the shoreline.

Through cold-numb antennae, we smell the hints of each other. Doubt, fear, and the
inescapable taste of exhaustion greet you as your group returns from their test of the ice.
Sparse words passed between kin and brood during the trek along the bai, but there is a harsh
murmur traveling through the huddled group; the doubt and fear made corporal. Many wish to
find another way across and some want to return home. Our young mother hasn’t the strength
to corral the splintering tribe.

It’s your sire who steps forward and looks upon the weary tribe. With some untapped reserve
of strength, they shout over the wind, “We can all feel it: the spirit of Winter has come without
hesitation. Our body and clothes were not made for this. Our home was not made for this. There
is no turning back. What was behind us is lost to Winter. Just like Winter, it is without hesitation
we must cross and reach the anthills on the other side.”

The crowd makes slow progress across the snow-covered ice. With the wind whipping around
our swarm, we’re forced to move as one. Each step is discordant and methodical, a fight against
the spirit of Winter that pushes us back to where we came. Even surrounded by your brood and
the sour stink of fear, you feel exposed. You’re overwhelmed by the white expanse of Winter
that has consumed the now-lifeless world around you. It’s oppressive and unending, and each
step is harder than the last.

And then, above the howling winds, a sound bounds across the ice; a high-pitched
otherworldly voice reverberates beneath our feet. It builds and crescendos into a singular sound
that cuts through the noise and echoes through the naked trees. There’s a crack in the frozen
water that wasn’t there before.

The ice gives way as the world lurches; you see your tribe fall around you; you’re consumed
by water so cold your body goes numb. The shock grips you—unable to move, unable to think,
unable to breathe—as you sink deeper into the bai. Your body jump-starts and you begin to
thrash in the dark water. You pull and kick your way to the surface. Your lungs fill with fresh air
as you break through the water and grab onto a crumb of ice that now floats where the solid
surface once was. The same otherworldly voice foreshadows another crumble and crash of the
bai’s fight for life. More of us fall into the frigid water as a sharp sour smell mingles with the rich,
mineral taste of water in your mouth.

The crumbs of ice make for more of a hindrance than a help. You push through them toward
the edge. All around you, the rest of us struggle to stay afloat. A familiar chirp that you hear
above the noise compels you to stop. In desperation, you turn to look through the chaos for your
brood. But the current of the bai, still alive underneath a Winter carapace, thrusts you forward
and back. There is no sign of your brood.

You feel a numb cold start to creep up your legs, and you’re forced to give up, pushing
yourself towards a ledge. You pass an elder from another brood struggling to swim, and you
reach out to help them. The two of you climb up a sturdy edge of ice. Cold water splashes onto
the snow as you pull the elder up, exhausted and half frozen, but alive. As you stand, your eyes
peer across the ruin. More of us struggle out of the water, others cling to pieces of ice, and
some float carapace up in the bai.



And then you see a familiar iridescent pattern on display, your brood, or what’s left of them
float in the water. You count the survivors on one hand and don’t see your sire among them.
They make it to an edge, but as other survivors climb up onto the solid ice alongside you, a
fractal of cracks appears below your feet. You chirp and shout, “Away from the edge; run to the
other side!”

Retreat isn’t easy. Desolation fills your chest when you flee. A huddled mass of us gather on
the other side of the bai where solid land meets the frozen water. We stand amongst naked
trees, the start of more dead jungle. Your compound eyes scan the crowd without success. You
turn to look at the wound in the ice. The last of your brood run from the cracked edge to rejoin
us. There are numerous dark figures in the water; they cling to the crumbs of ice; they don’t
move. One of them is your sire.

Our mother starts to sing a mournful hymn. A sickly-sweet scent guides us together. Each of
us joins the huddled mass as we weave our voices into the dirge. A bonfire is built on solid earth
and the first wisps of smoke smell like hope. The warmth of the roaring fire imbues some of us
with the spirit of dance. We celebrate and mourn. Those without a brood or with a broken brood
join together and heal each other. Your brood merges with another; your scents blend and the
pain of loss is lessened. That night, we huddle around mother and interlock our bodies for
warmth.

Sleep is fleeting and when the dull grey morning comes it pushes us to continue. When we
wake and when we sleep are the only measure of time we have as the expanse of white grows.
Past the bai, the huge trees thin as we reach the edge of the jungle. Without your sire, the path
to the valley is obfuscated and we must guide ourselves blindly. It slows our progress further,
but the trees give way to our persistence and we make it out of the dead jungle. Low-lying hills
peek up out of the ground like shy root spiders, framed by the larger anthills in the distance.

The only direction we know is forward. We struggle through the low-lying hills and up the
base of the nearest anthill. Everything is covered in thick powder that must be packed down as
we climb. Our path is obscured by the anthill’s craggy terrain and Winter’s powdery gales until
we come to a wide trail of flattened snow. Barrows of dead, frozen ants sit like blisters along the
trail leading into an imposing dark cavern carved into the rock of the mountain.

The shape of the path that leads into the intricate tunnels of the anthill, coupled with the thin
sour-damp smell of anguish, holds a frightful familiarity to you. Memories not your own move
through you, and you step forward as one of the last members of your sire’s brood.  Against the
whipping winds, you stand resolute and self-assured to where we must go next. Our young
mother—the radiant core of the huddled survivors—understands intuitively what is happening to
you and imbues warmth inside of you with a long embrace.

You look to the few dozen of us that remain. Rags cling to our forlorn figures and hide the
sickly pallor of our once vibrant carapaces. We look back with hollow, desperate eyes at the only
hope we’ve known in the vast time it has been since warmth touched our skin. Without a word,
we trail behind you as you turn and advance through the graveyard into the waiting darkness
beyond.

Once inside, we rest and regain part of ourselves we thought lost. There are more ant
corpses within; some of them are fresh kills with lacerations still seeping hot blood. Hunger
governs us. We eat what we can of the carrion, paying no mind to the implication. Our



mandibles tear at the raw muscle and sinew. It stretches and breaks; the noise of our feast is
drowned out by the now muffled howl of wind and snow.

Soon, we follow your instinct down the middle path, deeper into the labyrinth of tunnels.
There is no light, only the iridescence of ourselves and the ant oils that mark the way through
the void. Ant bodies dot the corridor like constellations—their broken patterns shimmer in the
darkness. Each tunnel we pass is marked with a different array of lines, dots, and curls, and at
the end of the path lies a towering archway with a complex, radiant display of symbols along the
outer edge.

A luminous rainbow sheen of more stars greets us as we cross the threshold of the archway
into an immense domed hollow—a main junction; the once-beating heart of the anthill. Dozens
of outlined tunnels, like dark pits, branch off of this junction in every direction. The display from
the ant oils creates an overwhelming display and, for a moment, it feels as if we stand outside
with the night sky above us and below us. Our home in the jungle pales in comparison to the
enormity of this place.

We proceed at an elephant snail’s pace across the bridges and tracks of dirt not marked and
not covered by frozen corpse. Scattered amongst the frozen ants are more recent kills; their
beady, black eyes reflect the resplendent night sky. In the silence and stillness of the tunnels, a
distant cacophony of chatter grows as we move deeper into the hollow. And once we reach an
internal junction of crossing bridges and paths, the stillness of the hollow is broken. One of the
constellations in the distance darts away—and then another. A sour smell fills the air.

The tribe continues to follow your instinct, despite the danger we feel around us. Down the
junction, to the left, there is a tunnel that looks like all the rest. We’re at the illuminated threshold
of it when a morose chirp and a swell of screams rise up at the back of our ranks; one of us is
dragged off into the darkness; spiced panic scents the air and threatens to sunder the survivors
apart. Above the dissonant medley of noises—the distant chatter, the chirping, the screaming,
the panicked agitation—that create sickly, drawn out echoes throughout the antechamber, you
shout for us to flee down the corridor.

Your cry spurs those near you into motion and the energy of action cascades back through
the tribe. Bodies move around you like water through a burst dam and you push against it,
towards the danger, with your spear held high. You step together with others who have weapons
and courage left to defend the retreat. The war-cry of our tribe resounds out of our chests right
as two silhouetted figures—their iridescence only flashing moments before their ambush—rise
out of the darkness close enough that we can see their physical form.

Both more than twice the size of any of us, the mantis raptors have long, compact bodies that
are layered in thick chitinous scales the color of dark green. A small triangular face frames two
bloodshot, scotopic eyes, and Winter’s toll on the predators is obvious in the pallor of their
scales and the desperation with which they strike. Their front legs have scythe-shaped claws
serrated along the edge that lash out with terrifying speed.

One of us is raked by them; the others lunge forward despite the danger; we surround the two
raptors in a half-moon of spears and jab at their tough armor. Both sides trade blows back and
forth. Another and then another of us falls to their lacerations, but we pierce open one of them
with our own strikes. A high-pitched roar cuts through the sounds of battle. As quick as they
came out of the darkness, the mantis raptors return to it, their iridescence hidden among the
stars.



The defenders use the moment of reprieve to carry the wounded down the tunnel, past more
branches and strange symbols until we meet up with the rest of the tribe. A cave-in blocks the
way except a small opening at the top where the high-pitched howl of wind and puffs of snow
billow in from the outside. One of us spots the glint of a mantis raptor that followed behind us
and now lurks in the shadows. Frantic and nervous energy moves through those of us that
remain. Anyone who can works to widen the entrance while those of us with spears keep watch
for the raptors to attempt another attack.

The widened exit reveals a world awash in white and blizzard, and none of us want to brave
the harsh cold again so soon. Instead we rest on the hard, packed ground in the nominal
warmth of the ant tunnels, interlocked around our mother and immersed in her mossy, crisp
scent. You and a brave few stand watch against the mantis raptors throughout the night. Their
sheen glimmers and darts in and out of your vision. The predators never show signs of giving
up. It’s a long night.

To all of our surprise, the morning is marked by the distant reach of Glowworm. Rays of light
and marginal warmth stream through the makeshift exit. We wake and emerge out of the
snow-covered cave to watch a line of herd ants—their mandibles full of leafy branches or
succulent fruit—march around us and over the peak of the hill. They pay us no mind as we
follow your instinct through a pass of craggy rocks to a cliff side that overlooks a valley below.
Our destination.

Golden grasslands roll out before us in a wide, idyllic tapestry. Trees with full crowns of leaves
sprout sporadically across the endless plain. A roaming herd of countless buffalo beetles looks
like a bulbous, black spot on the plains. In a cluster of trees, we spot a pride of lion spiders, their
web nests covered in dried leaves and twigs. A pair of elephant snails and a family of rhinoceros
beetles wash in one of many glades across the valley. Above us, butterfly eagles—their sky blue
wings obscured in the morning light—circle for prey.

A shout rings out from our back ranks as the two gaunt mantis raptors brave the daylight and
dash past our tribe. They kick up slush and snow in their rush. Winter was the enemy of every
creature. Here it only clings to the top of the anthills and in the shadows of rocks and trees. We
feel the freedom and fresh pheromones fill the air as we follow the ant-trail made in the
dwindling snow. New life creeps into our bodies as the valley opens its arms to us and we
embrace it.

We descend into the unfamiliar wilderness, through the golden grasslands and past buffalo
beetles, towards one of the many glades. Along the way, roots and nuts and fruits from the
Mother Below are gathered from the underbrush with a relentless ease. Earthly spirits and
smells cast themselves upon us near the glade. Many of us crash into the spring and drink deep
from the water without hesitation.

The sensations of life are like a rebirth into the expanding world around us. Where all was
once white is now a complexity of colors, noises, and aromas. The heat of excitement grips all
of us as a simple camp is made—a fire set in the middle of a clearing. To us, it is anything but
simple. We dance the Summer into the night.


